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1. Sometimes MDPs are formulated with a reward funtion R(s, a) that de-pends on the ation taken or a reward funtion R(s, a, s′) that also dependson the outome state.(a) Write the Bellman equations for these formulations.(b) Show how an MDP with reward funtion R(s, a, s′) an be trans-formed into a di�erent MDP with reward funtion R(s, a) suh thatoptimal poliies in the new MDP orrespond exatly to optimal poli-ies in the original MDP.() Now do the same to onvert MDPs with R(s, a) into MDP with R(s).(R&N, Exerise 17.5)2. There is a at sleeping in the kithen. There are two doors on the wayout from the kithen: one leading from the kithen to the hall and thenthe front door. The states of the doors at time t is modelled in terms oftwo Boolean variables:

Ft = �the front door is open at time step t� and
Kt = �the kithen door is open at time step t�.The owner of the at annot diretly observe the doors. However, thekithen door is a �re door and has an alarm bell attahed to it. On theother hand, it gets easily windy inside if the front door is open. Thesepiees of evidene are modelled in terms of two further variables.
At = �the alarm bell is ringing at time step t� and
Wt = �it is windy inside at time step t�.The behaviour of the system is governed by the following parameters:Transition model:
P (ft+1 | ft) = 0.6
P (ft+1 | ¬ft) = 0.1
P (kt+1 | kt) = 0.6
P (kt+1 | ¬kt) = 0.3

Sensor model:
P (wt | ft) = 0.9
P (wt | ¬ft) = 0.1
P (at | kt) = 0.7
P (at | ¬kt) = 0.1The owner observes both wind inside and the alarm bell ringing at timestep t = 1 but not at time step t = 2 when the at wakes up and mews.With what probability the at is able to esape?The initial beliefs of the owner are based on the prior probabilities

P (f0) = 0.1 and P (k0) = 0.3.


